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The perfect engineering education is one which fosters creativity and teamwork in 

aspiring professionals. It is this ethos which is reected in RSET's college magazine 

2017-'18… 
On the one hand, it has provided a platform for showcasing the literary and artistic talents 
of the contributors; on the other, it has given our students a valuable learning experience 
of teamwork in real world conditions. 
I take this opportunity to appreciate the effort taken by all the members of the RSET 
family, despite the hectic academic schedule, towards realizing this goal. I also extend 
my special congratulations to the students and faculty members on the editorial board of 
this magazine on its timely publication. Well done!
May God bless you!

Rev.Fr(Dr) Mathew Vattathara CMI

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE
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principal'S MESSAGE

As I take my pen to script the Principal's message, I am extremely 

impressed by the admirable efforts put in by my students bringing our 
an ornate  compendium of literary and technical produce – CARPE 
DIEM (Magazine 2018). The Editorial Committee of CARPE DIEM has 
portrayed an extravaganza that speaks of the opulent legacy of 
academic excellence  the Rajagiri School of Engg. and Technology. 
Keeping the ag of the college ying high, the opulent    bouquet of 
achievements that my students and colleagues  could muster   during 
the academic year 2017.  Covering   a large band of diverse activities 
from technical to cultural and sports, our students have brought home 
rich dividends of enviable achievements. Academic performance 
continues to look bright and placement statistics grow upwards, 
making RSET the institution to recon for quality technical education in 
Kerala. Our students' scintillating performance in arts, dance and 
literary events made us sparkle in the horizon of achievements in the 
Mahatma Gandhi University Cultural festival – Asantham.  Our 
dominance in sports got re-emphasized, when our students – both 
boys and girls alike brought home laurels in the form of cups and 
trophies. Many of our faculty members have vaulted to higher orbits of 

aca
d e m i c 
excellence 
by completing the PhD degree. Our efforts to 
establish centers of excellence in select areas have star ted 
blossoming, thus marking our presence in organized academic 
research. We continue to shake hands with a number of foreign 
Universities and Institutions by sign MoUs for collaborative research, 
paving way for deserving students and faculty members to do 
internships and projects at universities and industries, abroad. 
The CARPE DIEM 2018 is an effort by our students to balance the 
expressive skills in arts, science and technology deriving inspirations 
from their studies at the College to  show case RSET as premier 
institution in Engineering.
Wishing all the Best,

Dr. A. Unnikrishnan,
Principal
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The human imagination is the most fascinating and the most unfathomable of all of God's creations. No articial intelligence can ever hope to be a match 

to this awesome faculty of which man is the only privileged recipient. This is precisely what struck me as I was going through the pages of the previous 

magazines. 
Our students have given expression to their deepest imagination through very impressive poems and articles that reveal a thinking, compassionate side 
to those who will leave this institution as engineers one day. It encourages me to believe that our students will combine the power of technology with 
human values without which humanity cannot survive.
My sincere appreciation goes out to all those students who contributed to the pages of the collegemagazine. I appeal to more and more students to give 
expression to their thoughts and ideas and make their presence felt in the print medium of the college.
My appreciation also goes out to the staff and the student leaders who wield their inuence over the students and get them to make their contributions 
every year. I know it's not an easy task.I hope that you set an example of commitment and tenacity for the generation of students who will follow in your 
foot-steps.

Dr. John M George

Vice Principal

VISION:

To evolve into a premier technological and research institution, moulding 
eminent professionals with creative minds, innovative ideas and sound 
practical skill, and to shape a future where technology works for the 
enrichment of mankind.

MISSION:

To impart state-of-the-art knowledge to individuals in various technological 
disciplines and to inculcate in them a high degree of social consciousness 
and human values, thereby enabling them to face the challenges of life with 
courage and conviction.

OBJECTIVE:

The institution has the broad objective of being an active agent of change by 
responding to the needs and challenges of the times. This is achieved 
basically through the process of education, training and research.
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“Creativity is contagious, pass it on”, said Albert Einstein. Being the 
editor of “Carpe diem”, I do believe that art and creativity can truly be achieved 
only if these are spread to others.
“Carpe diem” is an assortment of the literary and creative contributions made 
by the teachers and students of this college and a few glimpses of our journey 
through this past year.
When our editorial team embarked on this journey, we thought it would be a 
cakewalk, but it turned out to be a roller coaster ride leaving us with everlasting 
memories. It gives us immense happiness to present before you, the fruit of our 
endeavors.
So, here we have “Carpe diem” - which is usually translated from the Latin as 
“seize the day”. 'Carpe' translates literally as 'pluck', with particular reference to 
the picking of fruit, so a more accurate rendition is 'enjoy the day, pluck the day 
when it is ripe'. Enjoy every moment you have because in life there aren't 
rewinds, only flashbacks. This magazine showcases the Rajagirian's way of 
life, their creativity and their expressions. “Carpe diem” is an amalgamation of 
the year long work of our very own talented students and teachers. For you, we 
have worked hard to bring up an exhilarating flashback of all the activities during 
the academic year 2017-'18.
I congratulate the entire editorial team for their hard work and dedication that 
has resulted in the publication of this issue of the college magazine. With all the 
efforts and contributions put in by the students and the staff, I truly hope that the 
pages that follow will make some interesting reading.
    
     Thank you all!

                                                                                                  
 Jeevan John    

                                                                                             Chief Editor, 
Carpe diem
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The academic year 2017-'18 is signicant in the history of 

RSET. As this academic year draws to an end, the last 
batch of our undergraduate programme afliated to 
Mahatma Gandhi University, will be completing their 
course of study. In terms of academic, co-curricular and 
extracurricular activities, the year as always has proved to 
be a rewarding one.

Following the changes at the helm of the Sacred Heart 
Province Council, Rev Dr Jose Kuriedath CMI, the newly 
elected Provincial took over as the Manager of RSET in 
April 2017. Rev Fr Jose Alex Oruthayappilly CMI continued 
as our Director till January 2, 2018, and on January 3, 
2018, Rev Dr Mathew Vattathara CMI assumed the ofce 
of RSET's Director. Rev Fr John Therezhathu CMI 
continues as our Administrator; Dr A. Unnikrishnan as the 
Principal; and Dr John M. George as the Dean and Vice 
Principal. 

In 2017-'18, we have offered 7 undergraduate level and 6 
postgraduate level engineering programmes. We have 
also offered PhD programmes in 6 disciplines. Our current 
student strength is 3136 – with 2906 students at the 
undergraduate level, 203 students at the postgraduate 
level, and 27 research scholars.  We have 194 faculty 
members on the roll - of which 30 are PhD holders. The 
total number of non teaching staff, which includes the 

technical, the administrative and the support personnel, is 
100 at present.

The B.Tech pass percentage for the 2013-2017 batch is 
76.01% with 75 students having distinction, and 334 
having rst class. The M.Tech pass percentage is 98.7%. 

The course completion ceremony Samavarthanam 2017 
of the sixth and seventh batches of M.Tech and thirteenth 
batch of B.Tech degree students was held on May 19, 
2017. Dr M. Abdul Rahiman, Pro Vice Chancellor, APJ 
Abdul Kalam Technological University was the Chief Guest 
on the occasion. 

The course initiation ceremony, Deeksharambham 2017, 
of the seventeenth batch of B.Tech and ninth batch of M. 
Tech students was held on August 1, 2017. Prof. Dr Inder 
K. Rana, Professor Emeritus, IIT Mumbai was the Chief 
Guest on the occasion. 

A total of 46 companies have visited the campus for 
placements in 2017-'18. The total number of students 
placed to date is 300, and the total number of offers 
received is 354. The total placement percentage is  
72.12% of the eligible students placed 

Our student projects such as the Inverted Pendulum Wheel 
Chair Module, developed by Mr Ashwath Nambiar, Mr 

Athul Krishna, Mr Nirmal M.K., Mr Arjun T.M. and Mr Bijil 
John of S8 ME; and the Semi Autonomous Electric Car 
developed by Mr Jefn Francis, Mr Aby Biju N., Ms 
Anupama Johnson, and Mr Jeswant Mathew of S6 ME, 
amongst others, have received much attention in this year.  

Another notable student achievement is that the project 
named 'Auto Survey', which aims to reduce human effort 
required in infrastructure survey by using satellite feeds, 
kinetic data from vehicles etc, and automated by AI, 
developed by Verdatum A.I. Limited, an Ar ticial 
Intelligence rm founded by nal year students, Mr Athul 
Ram V.R.  (CEO), Ms Renu Cherian (CMO) and Mr Joseph 
Monis (CTO), was selected by the Kerala Start up Mission 
(KSUM) for a grant of Rupees 2 lakhs from its 'IDEA DAY' 
program. An initial amount was handed over by the Hon'ble 
Chief Minister of Kerala, Sri. Pinarayi Vijayan to Verdatum 
at the IEDC Summit held on August 19, 2017.

RSET organized two major international conferences in 
2017-'18, namely the seventh edition of the International 
C o n f e r e n c e  o n  A d v a n c e s  i n  C o m p u t i n g  & 
Communications (ICACC 2017), and the rst edition of the 
International Conference on Green Buildings and 
Sustainable Engineering (GBSE 2018). 

ICACC 2017 was conducted from August 22 to 24, 2017, 

REPORT FOR 

THE ACADEMIC YEAR  2017 - 2018 with the theme 'Ubiquitous Computing & Communication 
Systems for a Smarter World'. The conference featured 
guest speakers such as 

(a) Professor Dharmendra Sharma, Chair of 
University Academic Board and Professor of 
Computer Science at the University of Canberra; 

(b) Pro f.  Narayanaswamy Ba lak r ishnan  , 
Depar tment of Aerospace Engineering and 
Supercomputer Education Research Centre of 
Indian Institute of Science, & Visiting Professor 
of Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced 
Scientic Research; 

© Prof. Dr. Jurgen Trost, Professor of Autonomous 
Systems and Instrumentation at Aalen 
University, Germany, and Adjunct Professor, 
RSET; and 

(d) Mr Jordi Blasco Pallares, Systems Integrator, 
NeSI, Auckland, New Zealand / Co-Founder, 
HPCNow!, Barcelona, Spain.

GBSE 2018, conducted on January 24 & 25, 2018, was 
inaugurated by Dr. Syed Ibrahim, Honorary Consul of the 
Federal Republic of Germany in Kerala. The conference 
which had 'Transforming our Built Environment through 
Innovation and Integration towards a Smar t and 
Sustainable Future' as its theme was organized by RSET in 
association with Research & Testing Centre for Thermal 
Solar Systems (TZS), ITW, and University of Stuttgart, 
Germany. 

Prominent speakers at GBSE included:

(1) Mr. M. Selvarasu, Director, LEAD Consultancy & 

Engg Services India Pvt. Ltd; 

(2) Mr. V. Suresh, Chairman, National Building Code 
of India; 

(3) Dr.-Ing. Harald Drück, Head, TZS, University of 
Stuttgart, Germany & Adjunct Professor, RSET; 

(4) Dr. Jyotirmay Mathur, Dept. of Mechanical 
Engineering, MNIT, Jaipur; 

(5) Dr. Verghese Jacob, Chairman, STEAG Energy 
Services (India) Pvt. Ltd; 

(6) Prof. Dr. Michael Pfeffer, Pro-Vice Chancellor, 
Ravensburg-Weingarten University, Germany & 
Adjunct Professor, RSET; 

(7) Dr. Ananthakumar S., Senior Principal Scientist, 
Department of Material Science and Technology, 
NIIST, India; 

(8) Mr. Ajay Gupta, Head of Security Enterprises, 
Siemens India; 

(9) Mr. Siddalingesh Kittur, Business Excellence 
Leader, Honeywell India; 

(10) Prof. Radhakrishna G. Pillai, IIT Madras; 

(11) Mr.Murar i  G N,  Head of  Projects and 
Engineering, Bosch Energy and Building India; 
and 

(12) Ar. Heinz Pahl-Kaupp, Earth Habitats, UK. 

thRSET also hosted the 8  National Conference on 
Technology and Innovation in Math Education, TIME 2017, 
organized by IIT Mumbai, from December 7 to 10, 2017. 
TIME 2017 was inaugurated by Dr J. Letha, Vice 

Chancellor, CUSAT.

Apar t from this, various other courses, seminars, 
workshops and conferences were also organized in the 
last academic year including,

1. Rajagiri IEEE SB in association with Kerala 
Microsoft Users Group (KMUG) conducted 
“KMUG  ACADEMIA 2017”, a hands-on 
workshop on “ .NET and Microsoft Azure” on 
April 1, 2017

2. DEC in association with IEEE SB organized a 
workshop on “Ham Radio and Disaster 
Communication” on April 1, 2017

3. DEC in association with ICMR organized a 
technical workshop on “Research Issues in 
Medical Image Processing”  from April 10 to 12, 
2017

4. Bio Instruments Research & Development 
Society (BIRDS) conducted a one-day workshop 
"Bio Instruments Research and Development 
Society - So Far and Future" on June 6, 2017

5. RSET IEDC in association with KTU and 
NASSCOM organized “Young CEO Conclave 
2017” on  June 17, 2017

6. RSET IEDC in association with KTU and Kerala 
Startup Mission (KSUM) organized  “Seeding 
Kerala 2017” on  June 17 & 18, 2017

7. DBSH conducted a 3 day workshop on “Linear 
Algebra, Graph theory and Cryptography”, from 
June 28 to 30, 2017
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8. A training session through teleconferencing by 
Mr. Jordi Blasco, founder of HPCNow!, 
B a r c e l o n a ,  S p a i n  o n  “ H P C  c l u s t e r 
administration” was conducted on July 15, 2017

9. DCS & DIT jointly organized ve day Faculty 
Development Programme on “Design Project” 
from July 15 to 19, 2017

10. DCS & DIT conducted a ve day “International 
FDP on HPC and Data Science” from August 17 
to 22, 2017 at Sunya Labs

11. DEE, DEC & DEC in association with Mithradham 
and Ostbayerische Technische Hochschule 
(OTH), Germany organized a one day 
“International workshop on solar photovoltaic 
systems” on September 22, 2017

12. DCE organized a Shor t Term Course on 
'Dynamic Analysis of Structures using ETABS' 
from January 6 to 10, 2018

13. DAE in association with Indian National Society 
for Aerospace and Related Mechanisms, 
INSARM, and nancial assistance from APJ 
Abdul Kalam Technological University, organized 
an FDP on 'Design and Engineering' from 
January 29 to February 2, 2018

We had two Distinguished Lectures in 2017-'18, viz. 
'Making Mathematics Meaningful' by Prof. Dr Inder K. 
Rana, on July 31, 2017; and 'Computational Approaches 
in Medical Research' by Dr Joshy George, Associate 
Director, Computational Sciences Group, Jackson 
Laboratory for Genomic Medicine, Connecticut, USA on 

August 7, 2017. 

Talks and interactive sessions were also arranged with 
eminent persons from the academia and industry, 
including: 

(1) Prof. R. Vittal Rao, Professor Emeritus, IISc 
Bangalore

(2) Dr. Daniel Honc, Faculty of Electrical Engineering 
and Informatics, University of Pardubice in 
Czech Republic

(3) Prof. M.L.Kothari, FNEA, Former Professor, IIT 
Delhi

(4) Dr Paul Thadikaran, Principal Engineer, IntelCorp 
USA

(5) Mr Aju John, Director of Engineering, Dell EMC

(6) Dr. Thomas Sebastian, Analytics Manager at 
Schlumberger, Houston, USA

(7) Mr. Bhooshan Iyer, Vice President of Electro 
Systems Associate & Embedded Systems 
Solutions, Bangalore 

(8) Mr. Jayanth Balamurugan J., Linkedin

(9) Ms. Pallavi Kar, Application Engineer at 
MathWorks

(10) Mr. M. A. Joseph, Regional Head (Technical 
Services), UltraTech Cement

(11) Mr Nikhil Ninan, Ideamine Technologies Pvt Ltd.

(12) Mr.  Rav i  Kumar  Venka t ,  Co  founde r, 
AINanoworld, and 

(13) Mr. Abhilash Ashok, Lead Software, Valorem 
Pvt. Ltd., Kochi

RSET signed an MoU with Hochschule Aalen (Aalen 
University), Germany on August 23, 2017. The MoU 
focuses on academic and cultural interchange in the areas 
of teaching and research, and provides opportunities for 
the both the students and faculty of RSET and Aalen 
University. 

A delegation from Shimane University, Japan visited RSET 
for signing an MoU on November 30, 2017, for promoting 
student exchange for internships

Our nal year students, Ms Elizabeth John of IT, Ms. 
Elizabeth Benny of CSE and Mr Sivan P. of CSE visited 
Japan on a fully funded internship programme from 
January 13 to 29, 2018. Further, eight students, Ms 
Gopika Vinod  & Mr Augustine Majoy of EEE, Ms 
Anushreya Preshob & Mr Razi Abdul Rahman of AEI, Ms 
Aiswarya Krishna, Ms Neha Devadas, Ms Elizabeth 
Augustine and Mr Niveth S. of ECE went on a ten day 
internship programme to Ostbayerische Technische 
Hochschule (OTH), Germany, from February 12 to 22, 
2018. Further, eight students from all the branches put 
together, Mr Clint Kundukulangara Varghese of AEI, Ms 
Devika Ajit of ECE, Ms Aishwarya Krishna R. of EEE, Ms 
Arathy Lal and Ms Hridya Mary Joseph of CE, Ms Jubitta 
John of CSE, Ms Roshni Krishnan of IT and Mr Arun Kumar 
G. Bhat of ME visited Sojo University, Japan under the 
Sakura Exchange Programme from March 5 to 14, 2018.

We also had ve students from Sojo University, Japan at 
RSET from February 16 to March 3, 2018 to attend the 
International Leadership Skill Development Workshop.

As always this year also there were quite a few co-
curricular activities conducted under the aegis of the 
student chapters of professional bodies, and the branch 
associations, with large student participation. Saavishkaar 
2017, a science exhibition for school students, was 
organized on November 29, 2017. The one day state level 
technical fest, Techkshetra 2018 was conducted on 
February 9, 2018. 

The major extra-curricular activities for the period include 
the arts festival Bharatham held from August 17 to 19, 
2017 and the RSET Voice Hunt for the rst year students, 
held on March 5, 2018. 

The annual Athletic Meet for 2017-'18 was held on October 
12, 2017. The individual championships were bagged by 
Jerin Jolly of Aryans, and Feby Ann Thankachan of 
Rajputs. Rajputs were the Overall Champions, with Vikings 
in the runner up position.

Our students participated in various intercollegiate arts 
and sports events, including the M.G. University Youth 
Festival Asantham 2018. In Asantham 2018, Ms. Kavya 
Rajagopal of S8 CSE won the rst position in 
Bharatanatyam and Kuchipudi, and the second position in 
Folk Dance. She was awarded A grade for all the three; Ms 
Roshni Raj of S8 CSE was awarded A grade for Akshara 
Slokam; and Ms Laya Wilson of S8 CE, who won the 
second position for English Poetry Writing, was also 
awarded A grade. 

Ms Kavya Rajagopal has also won the rst prize in the 
National Level All Indian Universities Classical Dance 
competition held at Ranchi, Jharkhand in February 2018. 
She has been selected for the South Asian University Fest.

RSET's performance in sports and games in the year 
2017-18 merits a special mention. Our students have 
represented the APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University 
for various inter-university sports and games events in this 
year such as Basketball, Badminton, Cricket, Football, 
Volleyball and Shooting. A few of the noteworthy RSET 
college team achievements are:

(1) In Badminton, winners of KTU D Zone Inter-
collegiate Badminton Championship (Women's) 
held on October 13, 2017

(2) In Basketball, winners of KTU D Zone Inter-
collegiate Basketball Championship (Women's) 
held on October 15, 2017

(3) In Basketball, winners of both Men's and 
Women's titles of Chavara Cup Inter Rajagiri 
Basketball Tournament held in February 2018

(4) In Cricket, winners of KTU D Zone Inter-
collegiate Cricket Championship held in 
November 2017

(5) In Cricket, winners of All Kerala Inter-
collegiate T20 Cricket Tournament held in March 
2018

(6)  In Cricket, winners of Rajagiri Champions 
Trophy All Kerala Inter Collegiate Cricket 
Tournament held in March 2018

(7) In Football, winners of All Kerala Inter-
collegiate Football Tournament held in February 
2018

(8) In Table Tennis, winners of both Men's and 
Women's titles of the KTU D Zone Table Tennis 

Championship held in September 2017

(9) In Volleyball, winners of KTU D Zone Volleyball 
Championship (Women's) held in November 
2017

(10) In Volleyball, winners of KTU Inter Zone 
Volleyball Championship (Women's) held in 
November 2017

(11) In Volleyball, winners of All Kerala Inter-
collegiate Volleyball Tournament (Women's) held 
in March 2018

Our faculty member, Mr Rejeesh T. Chacko, Assistant 
Professor in Physical Education, was appointed as the 
Team Coach of the APJ Abdul Kalam Technological 
University Football Team for the All India Inter-University 
Football Championships 2017-'18. 

I would like to conclude this report by expressing my 
heartfelt gratitude to the management, the parents, the 
teaching and non-teaching staff, alumni and students for 
their dedication, hard work and determination which keep 
the RSET ag ying high. 

 Dr A. Unnikrishnan
 PRINCIPAL
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As we close the book on yet another academic year it's 

time for us to reect on all the memories that we have 
made and everything that we've imbibed along the 
journey.
Looking back, i can only see grace and gratitude, 
genuinely sprinkled with a serving of extravaganza in all 
that we've been able to accomplish along with the 
timely and structured guidance of our teachers and 
staff.
RSET has once again proven itself as the epitome of 
versatility when it comes to showcasing excellence in a 
multitude of events with the students stamping their 
credentials everywhere. But in all our achievements, 
there is gratitude in our feelings and we owe it to the 
vibrant teaching community of RSET, whose constant 
effort to bring out the best in us, enables us to move 
ahead with condence.

The past year has been a witness to some 
truly amazing and yet humbling events right 
f rom Bhara tham,  a  p la t form where 

Rajagirians let their cultural talents y out, the 
Sports Day where men and women of grit, 

passion, strength and perseverance battle it out on the 
track ,Techkshetra with Rajagirians showing their 
mystique and might that exemplify their perseverance 

for success and nally the MG Kalolsavam where we 
let the world know, witness and behold the true 
essence of music, ar t and dance. Behind every 
success story there lies the unparalleled effort of a 
team whose thoughts, words and deeds synchronize 
to showcase the ever elusive success of teamwork. It 
is with great respect and honour that I mention the 
Student’s Council whose commendable efforts have 
enabled the student community of Rajagiri to witness 
and appreciate all the events that have been 
showcased and also helped me discharge my duties as 
the chairman, with sincerity and valour.

The journey of life is infused with a whole lot of 
obstacles and surprises. Even though we may possess 
the necessary skills to overcome these obstacles in 
life, without knowing our destination we would just drift 
around hopelessly. The journey here at RSET has been 
nothing shor t of an exquisite and yet humbling 
experience and I can assure that the destination of the 
journey is some thing that one will nd here at RSET. 
For all of us Rajagirians who are leaving this beautiful 
campus, let these memories that we've made here be 
etched in our hearts forever , the moments that we've 
shared dene us and the journey that we travelled 
together here take us to the pinnacle of life.

Chairman Report
1. Chairman       S8 ME Alpha          Bisto Baby   

2. Chairperson         S8 ECE Alpha Delma Joseph   

1. General Secretary      S8 AEI   Razi Abdul Rahman  

2. University Union Councillor    S8 EEEV Navneeth Krishnan  

3.   College Magazine Editor     S8 CSE AlphaJeevan John   

1. Sports Secretary    S8 ME BetaJohny Joseph   

 2. Arts Secretary      S8 ECE AlphaGeorge Zen Joe   

th4  Year Representative  

Muhammed Ajmal  
S8 CSE Beta

rd
3  Year Representative  

Pradyuth Ramkishore  
S6 ME Beta

nd2  Year Representative   

 Linta Merin Joly  
S4 CSE Beta

st
1   Year Representative  

Hrithik Byju   
S2 IT

Lady Representative    

  Irits Anna Mathew 
S8 CSE Alpha

Lady Representative   

 Greeshma Ranjeev 

S8 EEE

16 17
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rd The Student council for the academic year 2017-'18 was elected on Aug 3  2017. The election was conducted from 10.30 AM to 
th3.30 PM in the Gallery Hall, RSET. The official oath taking ceremony for the elected members was on Monday Aug 7  2017 from 3.30PM to 

4.30PM in front of all the staff and students of the college. The event was presided by the Director, the Principal and the Vice Principal of 

the college. Each member of the union stepped forth to take their oath. The ceremony also included the addressing of the gathering by Mr. 

Bisto Baby, the Chairman and Ms. Delma Joseph, the Chairperson. The event was solemn and marked a turning point in the lives of the 

students. The following students were elected to the student council.

Chairman    Bisto Baby   S8 ME Alpha

 Chairperson    Delma Joseph   S8 ECE Alpha

 General Secretary   Razi Abdul Rahman  S8 AEI

 University Union Councillor  V Navneeth Krishnan  S8 EEE

 University Union Councillor  Mohammed Asif  S6 ME Beta

 College Magazine Editor  Jeevan John   S8 CSE Alpha

 Sports Secretary   Johny Joseph   S8 ME Beta

 Arts Secretary    George Zen Joe   S8 ECE Alpha
th 4  Year Representative  Muhammed Ajmal  S8 CSE Beta
rd 3  Year Representative  PradyuthRamkishore  S6 ME Beta
nd 2  Year Representative  LintaMerin Joly  S4 CSE Beta
st 1   Year Representative  HrithikByju   S2 IT 

 Lady Representative   Irits Anna Mathew  S8 CSE Alpha

 Lady Representative   GreeshmaRanjeev  S8 EEE

Report 2017-'18

As per the responsibilities entrusted to them, the following activities were successfully conducted and presided over by the 

various members of the student council.
● BHARATHAM 2017, Intracollege Arts festival
● DANZMATTAZ 2017, Intra Branch Dance off
● RANABHOOMI 2017, Intracollege Sports Festival
● TECHKSHETRA 2018, Intracollege Technical Festival
● Rajagiri Voice Hunt 2018, Intra  batch Musical Extravaganza  
● Rajagiri Champions League 2018, Inter Collegiate Football , Cricket and Volleyball Competition
● DREAMS, College Day 2018

Student Council
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